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was probably a legend round the contour of the coin,
giving the name of some other people. He then suggested
HEPPAMH, and adding the NQN from the ark, made
HEPPAMHNQN, showing a league between the Pergame-
nians and the Apameans. But Eckhel,104 who had the
piece before him when describing it, gives the letters on
the ark as NO, and declares that there was never any
legend round the margin. This view will be seen to be
correct from the engraving, and from the true description
of the piece which I have given later in this paper.105
The coin of Philip I., with the same type, was first
communicated to the world by Falconeri, and was the
cause of his learned treatise above alluded to. He pro-
fessed to have seen three specimens, one in the Grand
Duke's Gallery at Florence, a second in the cabinet of
the Cardinal Ottoboni, and the third in the collection of
Prince Chisi. On the first, from which he took his en-
graving, he asserted that the letters NOE were on the ark;
on the second, only the letter N was to be seen; whilst
on the third the letters were entirely defaced. But the
coin on which Faleoiieri wrote his dissertation was found
to be false. Gori, the keeper of the Duke's collection,
has stated so ;106 but, to save the credit of Falconeri, he
supposed that a false coin had been substituted for the
true one. The Ottoboni coin was afterwards published
by Vaillant,107 who gives the legend as follows—Em M.
AYP. AAESANAPOY BEA. APXI AHAMEON !NEOK; which
104	Doct. Num. Vet. vol. iii. p. 133.
105	I am indebted to the kindness of M. Bergmann, Director
of the Imp. Cab. of Antiquities and Coins at Vienna, for the
cast of this rare coin,
10(3 Museum Florentinum, vol. iii. p. 149.
107 Num. Imp. Gr&ea, p. 161.

